Masters in Architectural Studies (MArch)

The Programme is made up of six Pathways; Urban Design, Creative Urban Practices, Urban Building, Digital Creativity, History and Theory, Energy and Environmental Studies, and Zero Energy Mass Customised Housing; and is research and project driven with multi-disciplinary input from all Pathways.

The programme begins with a series of core lectures and seminars, balanced by focused reading of key literature. This enables all of the students on the programme to gain a multi-disciplinary perspective and provides a forum for shared discourse.

Cross Pathway project work supports this multi-disciplinary understanding. The Core Lectures and Seminars form the background and basis for the preparation of two Research Papers. Applicants are required to select one Pathway and this supports the students Individual Research Project which run across the duration of the course.

The Core Lectures and Seminars are:

• Research Theory & Methodology
• The City as Glasgow
• Urban Design
• Creative Urban Practices
• Urban Building
• Computer Aided Architectural
• Design Energy & Environmental Studies
• History and Theory

During the Programme students also enrol on an elective course; these are delivered by departments from across GSA.
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